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Wechat? 

 

“Hearing this, Zhao Xueyin’s eyes flashed with a mocking look. ” 

 

This damn old woman really knew how to take an inch and take a mile. 

 

“It was already very rare for Si lui to pay attention to Ming Yao, but she actually asked Si lui to add Ming 

Yao’s wechat. ” 

 

Would si lui add Ming Yao’s Wechat? 

 

Of course not! 

 

“But in the next second, the color on Zhao Xueyin’s face instantly disappeared. ” 

 

“”Sure.”Si lui took out his phone. “Ming Yao, What’s Your Wechat number? I’ll add you.” ” 

 

Ming Yao reported her phone number. 

 

“Si lui clicked to add, “You agree.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Ming Yao clicked to agree. 

 

Zhao Xueyin was stunned on the spot. 



 

She couldn’t describe what she felt in her heart. She was so aggrieved that she was about to cry. 

 

“Not only did lawyer si not embarrass Ming Yao, he was even so polite. He even added Ming Yao’s 

wechat, making all the socialites present envious. ” 

 

But wasn’t the person lawyer Si liked her? 

 

Why did lawyer si add Ming Yao’s Wechat? 

 

Could it be that lawyer Si’s heart changed so quickly! 

 

It couldn’t be. 

 

Lawyer Si loved her. 

 

He wouldn’t change his heart. 

 

A person like Ming Yao wasn’t worthy of Si lui at all. 

 

Si Lui loved her! 

 

It should be her! 

 

Zhao Xueyin pinched her fingers. Her face was very pale. 

 

“Wen Si Lan turned to look at Zhao Xueyin and asked curiously, “Xueyin, are you feeling unwell? Why do 

you look so pale?” ” 

 



“I’m fine.”Zhao Xueyin shook her head and tried her best to act as if nothing had happened. “I’m going 

to the washroom.” 

 

She needed to calm down now. 

 

“Shall I go with you?”Wen Silan was a little worried when she saw Zhao Xueyin’s expression. 

 

“”No need.”Zhao Xueyin continued, “I’ll go alone.” ” 

 

“”Alright then.”Wen Silan continued, “If there are any problems, call me.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Zhao Xueyin nodded. 

 

“When she came to the bathroom, Zhao Xueyin turned on the tap and washed her face with cold water. 

Only then did she slowly calm down. ” 

 

The reason why the lawyer was so warm to Ming Yao was definitely to deal with Old Lady Ming. 

 

“After all, the Ming family wasn’t a small family. ” 

 

There was another reason. It was because the lawyer didn’t see her. 

 

“If the lawyer saw her, he definitely wouldn’t be so warm to Ming Yao. ” 

 

“Thinking of this, Zhao Xueyin heaved a sigh of relief. She opened her bag, picked up the air cushion and 

lipstick mascara, and started to touch up her makeup. ” 

 

At the banquet hall. 

 

“Old Madam Ming called Ming Yao to the side. “Yaoyao, what do you think of Ruyu?” ” 



 

“That’s right, old madam Ming wanted to set these two people up. ” 

 

“Ming Yao was already 26 this year. A girl only had a few years of youth. If she delayed it, it would be 

difficult for her to find young talents in the future. ” 

 

“”It looks okay at the moment,”Ming Yao said in a very pertinent manner. “But we still have to get 

along.” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Old Lady Ming nodded with satisfaction. “Okay, then you young people should chat 

more.” ” 

 

“After she said this.., old Lady Ming continued, “Actually, the Jin family is really not bad. Ruyu is an only 

child. In the future, you don’t have to worry about people snatching the family property from you and 

doing those scheming things. You are also a simple-minded child. If I really let you get involved in those 

things, you really won’t be able to handle it.” ” 

 

“Old Madam Ming had experienced too many scheming and scheming in her life. Naturally, she didn’t 

want her granddaughter to experience the same thing. ” 

 

“Ming Yao nodded. “Yes, I know.” ” 

 

“Old Madam Ming patted Ming Yao’s hand. “Alright, go quickly! Go and chat with Ruyu duo.” ” 

 

Ming Yao walked over. 

 

Si lui stood in the middle of the crowd. He didn’t respond to the socialites’attempts to strike up a 

conversation. 

 

“From the looks of it, he was indeed quite serious. No Wonder Old Madam Ming was so satisfied with 

him. ” 

 



“Jin Ruyu.”Ming Yao walked over. 

 

Si lui looked back slightly. 

 

“Ming Yao continued, “Shall We Talk Over There?” ” 

 

“Sure.”Si lui followed Ming Yao’s footsteps. 

 

The two of them went outside. 

 

“Compared to the inside, the outside was much quieter. ” 

 

“Ming Yao didn’t beat around the bush and said directly, “You should have seen through my 

grandmother’s intentions.” ” 

 

“Si Lu nodded. “To be honest, my father also has the same intention.” ” 

 

Ming Yao smiled at Si Lu. “Then what do you mean?” 

 

“What About You?”Si Lu asked back. 

 

Ming Yao was much more lively than he had imagined. 

 

She was not as stiff and wooden as the others. 

 

“Ming Yao said, “I’m 26 years old this year and have never had a boyfriend. When I was in junior high 

school, I had a crush on a boy. Now That Boy is married and has children. My grandmother and my 

parents are very satisfied with you.” ” 
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“Si Lui didn’t expect Ming Yao to be so direct. However, it was good that she was so direct. It saved him 

a lot of trouble. ” 

 

“”What About You? If the full score is 100, how many points do you give me?” ” 

 

“”60 points.”Ming Yao said, “Because my understanding of you is based on hearsay. However, from your 

appearance, you shouldn’t be a bad person.” ” 

 

“”I didn’t expect Miss Ming to know how to read people’s faces.”Si lui chuckled. “In other words, I 

passed?” ” 

 

Ming Yao nodded. “You can say that.” 

 

“Then.., ming Yao continued, “I’m a straightforward person and I don’t like to beat around the bush. 

Since both our parents want us to be together, I think we can give it a try. At most, we can play our own 

games after marriage and complement each other.” ” 

 

“After saying that, Ming Yao raised her head and looked at the lawyer. ” 

 

The lawyer didn’t say anything and tried to figure out what he was hesitating about. 

 

“Ming Yao continued, “It’s fine as long as it’s fine. If it’s not fine, it’s not fine. Don’t worry, I’m not the 

kind of person who pesters you.” ” 

 

“Just when Ming Yao thought that the lawyer would reject her, the lawyer suddenly extended his hand 

to her. “Happy working with you.” ” 

 

Ming Yao smiled and held the lawyer’s hand. “Happy working with you.” 



 

… 

 

Zhao Xueyin felt much better after coming out of the bathroom again. 

 

“Wen Si Lan was worried about Zhao Xueyin and waited at the bathroom door. When she saw Zhao 

Xueyin come out, she immediately went up to her. “How is it? Xueyin, are you okay?” ” 

 

“I’m fine.”Zhao Xueyin smiled and said. 

 

“It’s good that you’re fine.”Wen Si Lan held Zhao Xueyin’s hand. “Let’s go quickly! He’s already dancing 

in the front hall.” 

 

“Okay.”Zhao Xueyin nodded. 

 

“When the two of them walked into the banquet hall, they saw Si lui and Ming Yao dancing in the 

opening dance. ” 

 

Their skin was touching and their posture was intimate. Zhao Xueyin’s heart was burning with anger. 

 

Si lui was hers. 

 

What right did Ming Yao have? 

 

Shameless. 

 

She was simply shameless to the extreme. 

 

“Such a person, and she was even the eldest daughter of an aristocratic family! ” 

 



“Seeing Zhao Xueyin looking in that direction, Wen Si Lan blinked her eyes unwillingly and continued, 

“How is it? Xueyin, do you also think that the two of them are a good match?” ” 

 

“Yes.”Zhao Xueyin nodded and continued walking forward. 

 

“Wen Si Lan pulled Zhao Xueyin back. “Xueyin, what are you going to do?” ” 

 

“Zhao Xueyin said, “I’m going to say hello to Jin Ruyu.” ” 

 

Since the lawyer didn’t see her. 

 

Then she would go and look for the lawyer. 

 

She would go and look for the lawyer personally. 

 

“If she put down her airs and went to look for the lawyer personally, the lawyer would definitely be very 

happy. ” 

 

“When that time came, what would Ming Yao Be? ” 

 

Ming Yao could only be her foil! 

 

“Thinking of this, Zhao Xueyin’s face was full of joy. ” 

 

“You Know Him?”Wen Si Lan’s eyes were full of disbelief. 

 

“Zhao Xueyin nodded and said modestly, “We have a little friendship.” ” 

 

“Then why didn’t you say it just now?”Wen Si Lan’s tone carried some blame. “I thought you two didn’t 

know each other!” 



 

“Zhao Xueyin turned to look at Wen Si Lan. “Actually, I only just recognized her. I thought I was mistaken 

just now.” ” 

 

“”So that’s how it is!”Wen Si lan continued, “Then, are you familiar with Jin Ruyu?” ” 

 

“”Not bad,”Zhao Xueyin said. ” 

 

Not only that. 

 

The lawyer had a crush on her for many years. 

 

He had proposed to her before. 

 

“While they were talking, Zhao Xueyin had already walked up to the lawyer and said softly, “Big Brother 

Si.” ” 

 

“Seeing this scene, everyone started whispering and discussing among themselves, trying to guess who 

Zhao Xueyin was. ” 

 

“Who is that woman?” 

 

“I think it’s Zhao Xueyin.” 

 

“Zhao Xueyin? The one who seduced master five and was thrown out by master five from the DK 

Jewelry Center?” 

 

“”Yes, it’s her!” ” 

 



“”TSK, this kind of woman is really shameless! She was just thrown out by master five and now she’s 

seducing Jin Ruyu!” ” 

 

Seduce? 

 

She needed to seduce the lawyer? 

 

“It was clearly the lawyer who had a crush on her, and he had no choice but to do it for her. Even if he 

wanted to die, he would still cling to her! ” 

 

Just wait and see. 

 

“Soon, the lawyer’s actions would smack all of their faces. ” 

 

The lawyer would tell them who was the one who would cling to her! 

 

“After Zhao Xueyin finished her sentence, the lawyer’s reaction was somewhat different from what she 

had imagined. ” 

 

“Logically speaking, the lawyer should have been so excited that he should have burst into tears. ” 

 

But the lawyer was too calm. 

 

So calm that it made people panic. 

 

Could it be that the lawyer was too excited that he was so calm? 

 

Yes. 

 

That must be the case. 



 

“Otherwise, how could the lawyer’s reaction be so calm. ” 

 

She was the person that the lawyer placed at the top of his heart. 

 

“In front of her, Ming Yao was nothing? ” 

 

Ming Yao was not even a lump of mud. 

 

Zhao Xue Yin narrowed her eyes. 

 

“Ming Yao looked curiously at the lawyer. “Miss, is this your friend?” ” 
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“Zhao Xueyin smiled, her tone still gentle. “Big Brother Si, aren’t you going to introduce me to Miss 

Ming?” ” 

 

How would lawyer si introduce her to Ming Yao? 

 

He would definitely introduce her to Ming Yao. She was the person he loved the most. 

 

“When that time came, Ming Yao’s expression would definitely be very interesting. ” 

 

Zhao Xueyin’s lips curled up. 

 

“Si lui looked up at Zhao Xueyin. “I’m sorry, Miss, you might have mistaken me for someone else.” ” 



 

“After he said that, he turned to look at Ming Yao. “How could I possibly know such a person?” ” 

 

“The moment he said that, the surrounding people’s mocking voices became even louder. ” 

 

“I knew it. Eldest Young Master Jin just came back from studying abroad. How could Zhao Xueyin know 

him!” 

 

“How embarrassing!” 

 

“Wasn’t Zhao Xueyin normal in the past? How did she become like this now?” 

 

“She has really embarrassed the entire Zhao family!” 

 

“”If I were her, I would just find a hole and hide in it.” ” 

 

“…” 

 

Hearing everyone’s mockery. 

 

“Hearing this, Zhao Xueyin’s face turned pale and her lips trembled. ” 

 

The lawyer actually said that he didn’t know her… 

 

What is the lawyer doing? 

 

Is he deliberately doing this for Ming Yao to see? 

 

Yes. 



 

It must be like this. 

 

The lawyer wanted to make himself jealous. 

 

“Thinking of this, the lawyer looked up at the lawyer and said coldly, “Lawyer! Take a good look at who I 

am! I will give you another chance now. If you still do this, don’t expect me to Forgive You!” ” 

 

“Are you this lady’s Friend?”Si Lu turned to look at Wen si lan beside Zhao Xueyin. 

 

Wen Si Lan nodded. “Yes.” 

 

Si Lu pointed at his head. “Is there something wrong with your friend?” 

 

Something Wrong with her brain? 

 

“Seeing this scene, the crowd became even more exuberant. ” 

 

“I was wondering why she suddenly became like this! So there’s something wrong with her brain!” 

 

“Didn’t they say that Zhao Xueyin is a talented girl? Why did her brain suddenly go haywire?” 

 

“It’s probably because she was thrown out by master five in public last time and was provoked.” 

 

“She was provoked! No wonder she became like this!” 

 

“I heard that she’s only twenty-seven years old. It’s such a pity that she’s so young!” 

 



“”The heavens can still live with their sins, but they can’t live with their sins. There’s nothing to pity! I 

think she’s asking for it!” ” 

 

“…” 

 

Auditory hallucination. 

 

It must be an auditory hallucination. 

 

Zhao Xueyin tried her best to calm herself down. 

 

It wouldn’t happen. 

 

She was the lawyer’s most beloved person. The lawyer wouldn’t treat her like this. 

 

“Wen Silan quickly grabbed the lawyer’s arm. “No, no, Mr. Jin, you’ve misunderstood! My Friend is in a 

normal state of mind. She must have mistaken me for someone else!” ” 

 

“Wen Silan turned to look at Zhao Xueyin and said in a low voice, “Xueyin, let’s leave quickly.” ” 

 

“If they continued to stay here, they would lose face! ” 

 

“How could Zhao Xueyin be willing to leave? She looked at Si lui and continued to speak, “Big Brother Si, 

tell them! Tell them that I am the person you love the most! As long as you tell them now, I will forgive 

you! You only have one chance. You have to make good use of it! Otherwise, I will never forgive you in 

this lifetime!” ” 

 

She refused to believe that the lawyer had no reaction even after saying so much. 

 

The lawyer must be very anxious right now. 



 

He must be thinking about how to apologize to her. 

 

Zhao Xueyin continued: 

 

“”I’m going to count down from three, three, two…” ” 

 

“Just as Zhao Xueyin counted down to one, the lawyer said in a cold tone, “It seems that your friend’s 

illness isn’t light. She’s already suffering from hypochondria.” ” 

 

“Laughter came from the crowd again. “She is indeed quite ill. Otherwise, she wouldn’t say such things.” 

” 

 

“Oh my God! I think she has really gone mad! A normal person wouldn’t do such a thing!” 

 

“I vomited!” 

 

“Did she think she was a fairy when she asked Young Master Jin to apologize to her?” 

 

“It’s the first time I’ve seen such a narcissistic person!” 

 

“I really don’t know how she said that!” 

 

“I feel embarrassed for her.” 

 

“”Forgive her. After all, she doesn’t have a good brain.” ” 

 

“How Disgusting!” 

 



“…” 

 

“Wen Silan quickly apologized, “Mr. Jin, I’m sorry, I’m sorry! My friend really just mistook me for 

someone else. Please don’t take it to heart.” ” 

 

“Ming Yao quickly said, “Since she’s sick, Hurry to the hospital. Don’t delay the best treatment time.” ” 

 

Si lui turned to look at Ming Yao. “Let’s go over there.” 

 

Ming Yao nodded and followed Si Lui’s footsteps. 

 

Zhao Xueyin looked at the backs of the two of them and her entire body trembled. 

 

That wouldn’t happen. 

 

She was Si Lui’s most beloved person. How could si lui treat her like that! 

 

“Why isn’t she leaving yet? Isn’t she embarrassed enough?” 
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“Her skin is even thicker than the city wall!” 

 

“”Why doesn’t she look at herself in the mirror and see what kind of person she is! For someone like 

her, Jin Ruyu probably wouldn’t even look at her.” ” 

 

“”If I didn’t see it with my own eyes, I would never believe that there is such a shameless person in this 

world.” ” 



 

Everyone’s mocking laughter filled his ears. 

 

“These words were like knives, cutting Zhao Xueyin’s face one by one. It made Zhao Xueyin almost lose 

her balance, and her back was covered in layers of cold sweat. ” 

 

“Unwillingness, humiliation, and all sorts of emotions were mixed together. ” 

 

Ming Yao turned to look at the butler beside her. “Butler Wang.” 

 

“I’m here.” 

 

“Ming Yao continued, “Invite this mentally abnormal lady out. Those who are here to celebrate 

Grandma’s birthday are all distinguished guests. If this mentally abnormal lady hurts someone, it won’t 

be good!” ” 

 

“Okay.”The Butler nodded and immediately gave the bodyguard a look. 

 

Two strong men walked over. 

 

“”Xueyin, let’s Go…”Wen si lan pulled Zhao Xueyin and walked out. ” 

 

It was better to leave by herself than to be chased away by the security guards! 

 

“Just like that, Zhao Xueyin was pulled out by Wen Si Lan. ” 

 

“”Xueyin, shall I send you back now?”Based on Zhao Xueyin’s current condition, Wen Si Lan would 

definitely be worried if she were to drive back alone. ” 

 

“”No, I’m not going back!” ” 



 

She wanted to wait for the lawyer. 

 

She did not believe that the lawyer would be so heartless. 

 

The book said that falling in love with someone only took a minute. 

 

Forgetting someone would take a lifetime. 

 

“The lawyer loved her to the bone, so how could he forget her so quickly. ” 

 

The lawyer did this to make her jealous. 

 

It had to be like this. 

 

“As long as Si lui was willing to apologize now, she could marry Si lui immediately. ” 

 

She didn’t care about the past. 

 

“”Xueyin…”Wen si lan continued, “Do you really know Jin Ruyu?” ” 

 

“I’m his favorite person. He even proposed to me!”Zhao Xueyin said. 

 

“Wen Si lan asked doubtfully, “Are you sure?”She suspected that there was something wrong with Zhao 

Xueyin’s mental state. ” 

 

“Otherwise, she wouldn’t have said such ridiculous things. ” 

 



“Zhao Xueyin had been developing in the country all these years, and Jin Ruyu had only returned 

recently. ” 

 

How could such two people have any interactions? 

 

And they even proposed to each other 

 

“Moreover, Jin Ruyu had already made it clear that he didn’t know Zhao Xueyin. ” 

 

“Zhao Xueyin held Wen Si Lan’s hand tightly. “Si Lan, trust me! Trust me! The person si likes is really me! 

He’s doing this now just to make me jealous!” ” 

 

“Wen Si Lan’s expression was a little complicated. “Xueyin, I’d better send you back first.” ” 

 

“I’m not going back. I want to wait for him here.”Si Lui loved her. 

 

Si lui only had her in his heart! 

 

Ming Yao was nothing. 

 

What right did Ming Yao have to compete with her. 

 

Wen Si Lan sighed. 

 

* * 

 

In the banquet hall. 

 

Ming Yao held her wine and looked at Si lui with a smile. “You really don’t know Zhao Xueyin?” 



 

“Si Lu didn’t deny it and continued, “It’s a long story. Now that I think about it, the only thing I have left 

from that memory is disgust.” ” 

 

It was very disgusting. 

 

“Can you tell me about it?”Ming Yao asked. 

 

“Sure.”Si Lu nodded. 

 

“When Zhao Xueyin was mentioned again, Si Lu was very calm. ” 

 

“After listening to the whole process, Ming Yao frowned. “I didn’t expect that there would be such a 

story between the two of you.” ” 

 

She didn’t expect that the beautiful Zhao Xueyin would be so disgusting. 

 

No wonder si lui was so heartless. 

 

“An hour later, the banquet ended. ” 

 

Zhao Xueyin stood at the door and watched as everyone walked out one after another. 

 

Zhao Xueyin didn’t care at all as everyone pointed at her. 

 

Once si lui admitted her in front of everyone. 

 

“At that time, they would be the ones who would feel the pain! ” 

 



“At this moment, Zhao Xueyin finally saw a familiar figure and immediately rushed over, “Big Brother 

Si!” ” 

 

“Si lui lowered his head to look at Zhao Xueyin, his eyes filled with disgust. ” 

 

“”Big Brother Si, I’m Xueyin! You said that you loved me the most! Didn’t you propose to me before? 

Now I agree to you!” ” 

 

“Urgh!” 

 

“Looking at such a face, Si Lui’s stomach churned. He couldn’t control himself and directly vomited on 

Zhao Xue Yin’s face. ” 

 

The sour and stinky smell that belonged to the digestive products assaulted his face. 

 

Zhao Xue Yin was immediately stunned. 

 

The people at the side were also shocked. 

 

No one had expected that Zhao Xue Yin would directly vomit si lui. 

 

“Si lui took the napkin that his assistant handed over and wiped his mouth. “Miss Zhao, a person should 

know their place. I hope that you won’t do such a disgusting thing next time.” ” 

 

“After saying that, the lawyer turned around and left. ” 

 

Zhao Xueyin looked at the cold and emotionless back of the lawyer and burst into tears. She was so 

desperate that her entire body was trembling. 

 

“However, the moment she opened her mouth, the vomit flowed down the corners of her mouth. ” 



 

Zhao Xueyin could only shut her mouth and cry in a muffled voice. 

 

She regretted it. 

 

She really regretted it. 

 

“If she had known that the lawyer was Jin Ruyu, she definitely would not have been so heartless that 

day. ” 

 

This kind of feeling of losing a watermelon after picking up a sesame seed was really too unbearable. 

 

The onlookers just covered their mouths and looked at Zhao Xueyin as if they were watching a good 

show. There were even flashing lights. 

 

“Ah!”Zhao Xueyin suddenly stood up and pushed aside the crowd to run to the side. 

 

“By the time Zhao Xueyin returned to the Zhao residence, it was already late at night. ” 

 

“Although it was already past eleven o’clock, Father Zhao was still awake. He still sat in the living room 

and waited for her. “Have you seen Jin Ruyu?” ” 

 

Jin Ruyu. 

 

“When she heard these three words, Zhao Xueyin’s heart felt like it was being cut by a knife. ” 

 

“Speak! Are You Mute?”Father Zhao looked at Zhao Xueyin. 

 

Zhao Xueyin nodded. “I have.” 

 



“Father Zhao continued, “How is it?” ” 

 

“I don’t know! I don’t know!”Zhao Xueyin covered her ears with both hands and quickly ran upstairs. 

 

“Seeing her like this, Father Zhao narrowed his eyes and turned to look at his assistant. “Go and find out 

what happened at Old Lady Ming’s Birthday Banquet Tonight.” ” 

 

“Okay.”The assistant nodded. 

 

“As soon as the assistant left, Butler Old Zhang walked in from outside. “Master.” ” 

 

“What’s the matter?”Father Zhao asked. 

 

“The Butler looked around and confirmed that Zhao Xueyin wasn’t around. Then, he lowered his voice 

and said, “Master, there’s news about young master!” ” 

 

“Really?”Father Zhao’s eyes lit up. 

 

“Although he missed every time, every time he heard that there was news about Zhao Ziye, Father Zhao 

couldn’t help but be excited. ” 

 

“After all, it was better to have news than to have no news. ” 

 

“”It’s true.”The Butler hurriedly nodded and continued, “This time it must be true!” ” 

 

“Where is Ziye?”Father Zhao immediately asked. 

 

“The butler said, “Young master just moved here from the Yun Capital and is now in the capital. His 

surname is Ye.” ” 
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Surname Ye? 

 

For some reason. 

 

Father Zhao did not have a good impression of the surname Ye. 

 

“However, the other party might be his biological son after all. ” 

 

“As long as he could find his son, what did it matter what his surname was? ” 

 

“Thinking of this, the disgust on Father Zhao’s face lessened a little. He continued, “Where is Ziye’s 

specific address?” ” 

 

“The butler continued, “The exact address hasn’t been sent over yet. I heard from the detective that 

young master has made some achievements in the capital and is doing very well!” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Father Zhao smiled and said, “Like father, like Son! How can my son be bad?” ” 

 

“You’re right.”The Butler immediately agreed. 

 

“At this moment, the Butler’s phone rang. The Butler picked up the phone and looked at it. He then said, 

“Master, the detective has already sent over the address. He is now asking, when should we go over to 

take a look?” ” 

 

“”Tomorrow!”Father Zhao continued, “We will go over first thing in the morning.” ” 



 

This was related to his son. 

 

“If it wasn’t for the fact that the sky was already dark, father Zhao would have flown over immediately. ” 

 

“Okay.”The housekeeper nodded. “Then I will immediately make the arrangements.” 

 

“Go.” 

 

“On this side, the housekeeper had just left when the assistant returned. ” 

 

“What exactly happened at the Ming family’s birthday banquet?”Father Zhao raised his head to look at 

the assistant. 

 

“Hearing this, the assistant’s expression didn’t look too good. ” 

 

“Speak!” 

 

The assistant couldn’t bear the pressure and bent down slightly. He lowered his head and whispered a 

few words in Father Zhao’s ear. 

 

Father Zhao’s expression became uglier and uglier. Even his eyebrows were about to knit together. 

 

He had never thought that this would be the result! 

 

He had been thrown out as a mental patient. 

 

And it was in front of the entire banquet hall. 

 



One had to know that the people in the banquet hall today were all influential figures in the financial 

world. 

 

Long face. 

 

“Zhao Xueyin, this outstanding daughter, had really given him a lot of face! ” 

 

“This matter wasn’t over yet. When Father Zhao heard that the lawyer was Jin Ruyu, he was so angry 

that he even threw out his favorite pipe. ” 

 

What kind of stupid thing did Zhao Xueyin do! 

 

“Vile daughter! Vile daughter!” 

 

“If Zhao Xueyin had listened to her words, she would not have ended up in this state. ” 

 

This was great. 

 

“If the East did not succeed, the West did not. She even became a lunatic. ” 

 

Who would dare to marry Zhao Xueyin in the future? 

 

“Father Zhao originally thought that without fifth master, the Zhao family could rely on the Jin family to 

rise again. ” 

 

He did not expect… 

 

He didn’t expect that everything would be ruined by Zhao Xueyin’s hands. 

 

“If Zhao Xueyin didn’t do it, she would be the young madam of the Jin family now. ” 



 

“Her heart was as high as the sky, and her life was as thin as paper! ” 

 

“Father Zhao was so angry that his head hurt. If he had a heart attack, he would have had a heart attack 

by now. ” 

 

“”Master, Please Calm Down.”The assistant didn’t know how to comfort Father Zhao, so he continued, 

“Since it has already happened, it’s useless for you to be angry…” ” 

 

“At this moment, Father Zhao couldn’t listen to anything else. He walked upstairs. ” 

 

“Master!”The assistant immediately followed Father Zhao’s footsteps. 

 

“”Don’t follow me!”Father Zhao roared, “I’m going to beat that wicked daughter to death today!” ” 

 

“Out of sight, out of mind! ” 

 

Perhaps no one could understand father Zhao’s feelings. 

 

That feeling was even worse than losing a hundred million! 

 

He had said long ago that the lawyer was a good backup plan and told Zhao Xueyin not to offend the 

lawyer. 

 

But Zhao Xueyin always turned a deaf ear to his words! 

 

It was all right now! 

 

“Zhao Xueyin had done things so ruthlessly, would the lawyer still turn back? ” 

 



A good horse would not turn back! 

 

The lawyer was not a fool. 

 

Father Zhao went straight to the third floor and knocked on the door of Zhao Xueyin’s room. 

 

“”Unfilial daughter! Open the door for me! Open the door, I’ll kill you today. Just pretend that I never 

raised you as a daughter.” ” 

 

Zhao Xueyin lay on the bed and covered her head with the blanket as she cried. 

 

“Father Zhao felt bad, and so did she. ” 

 

Who knew that lawyer Si was Jin Ruyu? 

 

“If she had known that lawyer Si had such a powerful background, she definitely would not have done 

things so ruthlessly. ” 

 

Regret! 

 

Very Regret! 

 

Very Regret. 

 

“Seeing that Zhao Xueyin did not open the door, Father Zhao became even angrier. “Bring me the Ax!” ” 

 

“The assistant was afraid that someone would really die. Cold sweat was dripping down his forehead. 

“Old, Old Master…” ” 

 

“I told you to get the Ax!” 



 

“At this moment, the Butler heard the news and rushed over. “Old Master, What are you doing? Why 

Are You So Angry?” ” 

 

“Father Zhao kicked the butler, “Are you deaf? I want you to get an axe and split the door open for me!” 

” 

 

“”No, you can’t do that.”The Butler hugged Father Zhao, then, he said, “Master, even if miss has done 

something terrible, you can’t use a knife or a gun! There are some things that can not be undone! Please 

calm down.” ” 
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A person could do anything on impulse. The Butler was also afraid that Father Zhao would do something 

he would regret. 

 

“Speaking up to this point, the Butler lowered his voice and continued, “Master, even if you don’t want 

anything else, you should consider for the young master!” ” 

 

“Hearing the words ‘Young Master’, Father Zhao calmed down a little. ” 

 

“The butler heaved a sigh of relief and continued, “No matter what, the young miss is the young 

master’s younger sister. I think that if the young master were to return, he would definitely not want to 

see your relationship with the young miss become so strained!” ” 

 

Father Zhao gradually calmed down. 

 

“The Butler let go of Father Zhao and continued, “Master, it’s getting late. You should quickly go and 

rest. You still have to wake up early tomorrow morning.” ” 

 



Why would he wake up early tomorrow morning? 

 

“To find his son, of course. ” 

 

“To Father Zhao, nothing was more important than finding his son. ” 

 

“Father Zhao kicked the door and said angrily, ” 

 

“”I want to see if you can hide in your room for the rest of Your Life!”After saying this, Father Zhao 

turned around and went downstairs. ” 

 

“Seeing Father Zhao go downstairs, the butler let out a sigh of relief. He looked at the door and said, 

“Miss, master is already so old, and you have already made him angry.” ” 

 

“Inside, Zhao Xueyin did not reply. ” 

 

… 

 

The next day. 

 

“Early in the morning, Father Zhao woke up. ” 

 

“The Butler walked in and said, “Master, the things are all packed. Shall we set off now?” ” 

 

“”Where’s that evil daughter?”Father Zhao asked, gritting his teeth. ” 

 

“”Well, she doesn’t seem to have woken up yet.” ” 

 

“B * Stard!”Father Zhao slammed the table and stood up. “I don’t know how she slept!” 



 

“”Master, please calm down. It doesn’t look good to be angry so early in the morning. We still have to 

look for young master!” ” 

 

“Hearing this, the anger on father Zhao’s face dissipated a little. ” 

 

He no longer counted on Zhao Xueyin! 

 

It was better to count on a dog than Zhao Xueyin! 

 

“To be able to play a good hand like this, he saw that Zhao Xueyin would be like this for the rest of her 

life. ” 

 

Father Zhao stood up from the stool. “Let’s go now.” 

 

The Butler immediately followed Father Zhao’s footsteps. 

 

“After two hours of driving, the luxurious Maybach stopped in front of a large company. ” 

 

“Although it was a large company, compared to the financial world’s consortia, it was still a little lacking. 

” 

 

Father Zhao got out of the car. “This is my son’s company?” 

 

“Yes.”The butler nodded. “Young master is currently the boss of this company.” 

 

“Father Zhao looked up at the sign on the side, “Express delivery company?” ” 

 

“”Yes.”The butler continued, “Master, your current identity is as an exporter. You need to go through 

the young master’s company to transport the goods out.” ” 



 

“Speaking up to this point, the Butler looked at his watch and continued, “Master, the appointment time 

with the young master has arrived.” ” 

 

“Got it.”Father Zhao lifted his foot and walked inside. 

 

The Butler followed behind Father Zhao. 

 

“Just as they entered, the customer service at the front desk asked, “Do you have an appointment?” ” 

 

“The Butler stood out and said, “We are from ocean shipping company. This is our CEO Zhao.” ” 

 

“Hearing this, the smile on the front desk lady’s face became even more cordial. “CEO Zhao, please 

follow me.” ” 

 

They arrived at the eighth floor. 

 

The front desk lady knocked on the door. “CEO Ye.” 

 

“Come in.”A man’s mellow voice came from inside. 

 

“The receptionist pushed the door open. “President Ye, this is President Zhao from the ocean shipping 

company.” ” 

 

“As soon as she said this, the man sitting behind the desk immediately stood up. “President Zhao, I’ve 

heard a lot about you! I’m the person in charge of Chengfeng Express delivery, Ye Zhaomu.” ” 

 

“Ye Zhaomu looked about thirty-five or thirty-six years old. She was about 1.8 meters tall, with 

handsome features and a dignified appearance. ” 

 



“Father Zhao nodded and sized up ye Zhaomu without batting an eyelid. “President Ye, you’re really 

young and promising.” ” 

 

It was his son. 

 

This must be his son. 

 

“Look at his eyes and nose, how handsome he was. ” 

 

“The more father Zhao thought about it, the more excited he became. ” 

 

“”You must be joking.”Ye Zhaomu continued, “President Zhao, please take a seat.” ” 

 

“After saying that, Ye Zhaomu instructed her secretary to pour some tea. ” 

 

“Soon, the secretary came over with two cups of tea. ” 

 

“Father Zhao took the tea and took a sip before continuing, “I heard that President Ye’s old home is in 

Yun Capital?” ” 

 

Ye Zhaomu nodded. “Yes.” 

 

“Father Zhao continued, “My deceased wife is also from Yun capital. Yun capital is a good place for 

outstanding people. If there’s a chance, I must go to Yun capital to take a look in my lifetime.” ” 

 

Late Wife? 

 

“Ye Zhaomu could not reply and could only say, “Yun Jing is indeed a good place. The tourism industry 

has been very good these two years. If you want to go back and take a look, you can look for me as a 

guide.” ” 



 

“Okay!”Father Zhao nodded. “Then it’s a deal!” 
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“”En.”Ye Zhaomu took out a document. “Oh right, President Zhao, this is our company’s offer. Take a 

look.” ” 

 

Father Zhao took the offer and looked at it carefully. 

 

“Seeing that he did not speak for a long time, ye Zhaomu continued, “President Zhao, this is our first 

cooperation. If you are not satisfied with the price, you can still adjust it.” ” 

 

“Father Zhao put down the price list. “There is no problem with the price, but I have to take the contract 

back and let the legal department study it.” ” 

 

“Okay.” 

 

“Father Zhao’s gaze inadvertently swept across ye Zhaomu’s desk. On the desk was a photo of a seven 

or eight-year-old boy. He continued, “Is that director Ye’s son?” ” 

 

“Ye Zhaomu smiled and said, “Yes, that’s my son. He’s eight years old this year.” ” 

 

Grandson! 

 

He had a grandson! 

 

That was his grandson! 



 

The Zhao family had a descendant. 

 

Father Zhao wished he could hug the photo and kiss it. 

 

“Seeing Father Zhao like this, ye Zhaomu asked curiously, “Director Zhao, What’s Wrong?” ” 

 

“”Nothing, nothing.”Father Zhao waved his hand. “I just like children.”But as he waved his hand, he 

accidentally knocked over the cup of water on the table. ” 

 

Bang — 

 

Ye Zhaomu was caught off guard and the water in the cup spilled all over his body. 

 

“Father Zhao quickly stood up and wiped the water off ye Zhaomu’s sleeve. “Sorry, Sorry, President Ye. 

Did you burn yourself? Quickly roll up your sleeve.” ” 

 

“”It’s fine, it’s fine, President Zhao. You Don’t have to be nervous,”ye Zhaomu said as she rolled up her 

sleeve. ” 

 

It was bare. 

 

“Ye Zhaomu’s arms were bare. Other than the marks of the tea being scalded red, there were no other 

marks at all. ” 

 

“Seeing this scene, the light in Father Zhao’s eyes instantly disappeared. ” 

 

No. 

 

He was not Zhao Ziye. 



 

This was not his son. 

 

It was another futile effort. 

 

Just how excited he was when he saw ye Zhaomu just now was how disappointed Father Zhao was now. 

 

How could it not be? 

 

Oh My God! 

 

When will he be able to find his son? ! 

 

Father Zhao was on the verge of tears. 

 

“The Butler saw that Father Zhao was not in a good condition and immediately put away the documents 

on the table. He then said, “President Zhao, it’s about time. We still have an important meeting in the 

afternoon.” ” 

 

“After saying that, the butler turned to look at Ye Zhaomu. “President Ye, for other matters, we’ll 

contact you after we return to the company.” ” 

 

Father Zhao followed the butler and walked out in a daze. 

 

“Ye Zhaomu stood up and said, “Alright, I’ll send you out.” ” 

 

“After sending the two of them downstairs, Ye Zhaomu walked back. ” 

 

“Just as she walked into the house, a young woman walked out. “Zhaomu, how is it? Have you reached 

an agreement?” ” 



 

“”It’s almost done,”ye Zhaomu said. ” 

 

“”That’s good,”the young woman said with a smile. “It’s impossible for a small company like Yesen to 

compete with US for business.” ” 

 

Ye Zhaomu rolled up her sleeves and put them down. Her eyes were filled with disdain. “Yesen? Who 

does he think he is? He will only bring shame to the ye family!” 

 

“The young woman nodded. “You’re right, Zhaomu. I don’t think he deserves to be called Yesen!” ” 

 

In the car. 

 

Father Zhao covered his face and cried out loud. 

 

“The Butler sat at the side and comforted father Zhao. “Master, don’t cry. Although we didn’t find young 

master this time, I believe that one day, we will find young master. Please don’t give up on yourself.” ” 

 

Father Zhao was just worried that he would never be able to find Zhao Ziye again. 

 

He was already in his seventies this year. 

 

He did not know how many years he had left in his life. 

 

“Can you still find him?”Father Zhao looked at the butler with red eyes. 

 

“Seeing an old man in his 70s crying like this, the butler could not bear it and continued, “Yes, definitely! 

Look, even ye Langhua found his own daughter. You can definitely find young master.” ” 

 

These words gave Father Zhao hope. 



 

That’s right. 

 

Even ye Langhua found her daughter. 

 

How could he not find his son! 

 

He could definitely find him. 

 

“The butler continued, “It’s getting late. I heard that there’s a private house nearby that tastes very 

good. It just so happens that you haven’t eaten yet. Why Don’t you have a meal? You can take the 

opportunity to relax.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Father Zhao nodded. 

 

The Butler instructed the driver to start the car. 

 

The city center was extremely congested. 

 

“The journey, which should have taken ten minutes, took more than half an hour. ” 

 

The private restaurant’s business was booming. 

 

“The Butler had spent more than 200 yuan to find the scalper, so there was no need to queue. ” 

 

“”Master, let’s go in quickly.” ” 
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Father Zhao raised his head and looked at the photo on the roof. He frowned slightly. 

 

Ye family’s private dishes? 

 

Why is it ye again! 

 

Has he been suffering from the five elements recently? 

 

“Master?” 

 

The Butler called out again. Only then did father Zhao come back to his senses and followed him in. 

 

“The moment they stepped through the door, a waiter welcomed them warmly. “This way, please.” ” 

 

“The waiter brought the two of them to their seats and sat down. Then, he handed the plate of dishes to 

the butler. ” 

 

The Butler ordered the dishes. 

 

“Suddenly, Father Zhao’s gaze fell on a spot not far away, and his frown deepened. ” 

 

Who was that? 

 

Ye Sen! 

 

What Father Zhao did not expect was that the person beside Ye Sen was actually ye Langhua. 

 



The two of them were chatting and laughing. What a motherly and filial scene. 

 

“Not long after, Ye Shu, who was busy, joined in the conversation. ” 

 

“The three of them sat at the dining table, eating and chatting. The atmosphere was warm. ” 

 

“Father Zhao was already very upset that he did not find his biological son. Now that he saw this scene, 

Father Zhao almost could not breathe. ” 

 

His son was still unknown. 

 

Why did ye Langhua have both sons and daughters? 

 

It was blinding! 

 

It was simply too blinding. 

 

Father Zhao almost broke the chopsticks in his hand. 

 

“The butler continued, “Master, why don’t We Eat at another restaurant?” ” 

 

“No!”Father Zhao’s eyes were filled with viciousness. “We’ll eat at this restaurant!” 

 

The Butler did not say anything more. 

 

“Very soon, the dishes were served. ” 

 

Father Zhao did not know the taste of the food during this meal. It was like chewing wax. 

 



… 

 

“When he returned to the financial world, it was already past two in the afternoon. ” 

 

“Once father Zhao returned home, the assistant said, “Liu Sanniang has been with you all morning. Are 

you going to meet her or not?” ” 

 

Liu Sanniang? 

 

Who Was Liu Sanniang? 

 

She was a famous matchmaker in the circle. 

 

What could this matchmaker do? 

 

“Hearing this, Father Zhao narrowed his eyes. “Let her in.” ” 

 

“Okay.”The assistant nodded and turned to walk out of the door. 

 

“Not long after, he brought Liu Sanniang in. ” 

 

“Although Liu Sanniang was a matchmaker, she did not look like a matchmaker at all. Instead, she 

looked like a rich lady living in luxury. ” 

 

Elegant and intelligent. 

 

“Liu Sanniang walked in with a smile and said, “Old Mister Zhao.” ” 

 

“”Sit.”Father Zhao looked at the servant and said, “Pour tea for Madam Liu.” ” 



 

“Liu Sanniang’s husband’s surname was Liu, and his surname was also Liu. ” 

 

“Liu Sanniang smiled and said, “You’re too polite! I don’t visit the Three Treasures Palace for no reason. I 

came here today because I have a joyous occasion to tell you.” ” 

 

Joyous occasion? 

 

What joyous occasion? 

 

Father Zhao frowned slightly. This Liu Sanniang was a matchmaker herself. 

 

Could it be that she wanted to be his matchmaker? 

 

“He was already so old, how could he still need a woman. ” 

 

“Father Zhao raised his head to look at Liu Sanniang and continued, “I appreciate madam Liu’s good 

intentions, but before my wife passed away, I promised her that I would never marry another person in 

my life. I also won’t let Xueyin call anyone else mother.” ” 

 

“Liu Sanniang smiled and said, “The outside world has said that old Mister Zhao’s love for You is deep, 

and you are even more unwavering towards the late madam. Now, it seems that the rumors are indeed 

true! “It’s a pity that the heavens are jealous of a beautiful woman, causing her to be long gone. 

Otherwise, she would definitely be the happiest woman in this world.” ” 

 

“Father Zhao took a sip of tea, looking like a good man. ” 

 

Deep Love is unyielding? 

 

These four words were a joke to him. 

 



“If it wasn’t for physiological reasons, why would he keep these four words? ” 

 

“After saying that, Liu Sanniang continued, “Old Mister Zhao, I heard that Miss Zhao is still single, right?” 

” 

 

Miss Zhao? 

 

So Liu Sanniang was here for Zhao Xueyin. 

 

“”Yes.”Father Zhao nodded. “I only have one daughter, and that child’s mother left early. I’m not afraid 

that you’ll laugh at me if I tell you this, but I really can’t bear to let her get married too early.” ” 

 

“”The poor hearts of parents in the world. Actually, we are all the same as parents.”Speaking up to this 

point, Liu Sanniang’s eyeballs rolled around, then, she continued, “However, I can’t bear to part with 

her. As the saying goes, when a girl is old, she can’t stay. If she stays, she will become enemies. When 

this girl grows up, she will eventually get married. Am I right?” ” 

 

“Father Zhao sighed, “What madam Liu said is right.” ” 

 

“After he finished speaking, Father Zhao followed her words and continued, “Madam Liu is popular. 

Why Don’t you introduce a reliable person to my daughter?” ” 

 

“If this was any other time, Father Zhao would never have opened his mouth like this. ” 

 

“But now, things were not as they were in the past. ” 

 

“The matter of Zhao Xueyin being thrown out of the DK Jewelry Center by the fifth master, he still had a 

way to suppress the heat of this matter. ” 

 

“But last night, in front of everyone, the Ming family had chased Zhao Xueyin out of the banquet hall like 

she was crazy. ” 
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Which noble family would be willing to marry a person with mental problems? 

 

“Liu Sanniang said, “Don’t tell me! I really have one here. I just don’t know if you’re satisfied.” ” 

 

“Oh? Which family is it?”Father Zhao looked up at Liu Sanniang. 

 

“”You know this person too.”Liu Sanniang continued, “It’s young master Qian of the Qian Financial 

Group.” ” 

 

Qian Financial Group? 

 

Father Zhao narrowed his eyes. 

 

The Qian Financial Group was also a large financial group. 

 

The current Zhao Xueyin was really not on the same level as the Qian Financial Group. 

 

“Unfortunately, the Qian Financial Group’s eldest son was an honest man. ” 

 

He was not very good-for-nothing! 

 

How honest was this honest man? 

 

“He was so honest that when others lied to him that shit was cake, he would eat it without hesitation. ” 

 



“Qian Dafu, the founder of the Qian Financial Group, once wanted to give up on this son and give birth 

to a new one. ” 

 

“He thought that way, but in fact, Qian Dafu did the same. ” 

 

“However, after giving birth to three children and an illegitimate child, all of them died before the age of 

three! ” 

 

“After losing his beloved son four times in a row, Qian Dafu finally gave up on continuing to give birth 

and focused on raising his only son, Qian Xiaochuan. ” 

 

“Although Qian Xiaochuan was a little honest, he was a good-for-nothing. ” 

 

“It was better than nothing. At the very least, he could still carry on the family line. ” 

 

“If it was in the past, Father Zhao would definitely chase Liu Sanniang away! ” 

 

He actually dared to introduce his daughter to a fool. 

 

“But now, it was different from the past. ” 

 

“After a night of ferment, everyone knew that Zhao Xueyin was mentally ill and mentally abnormal. ” 

 

It was almost impossible for her to marry into a good family in the future. 

 

The Qian family probably saw this and dared to send Liu Sanniang. 

 

“Otherwise, why would the Qian family send people at this time when they usually didn’t send people? ” 

 



“Father Zhao frowned slightly. He was a young lady, so he was naturally unhappy to be insulted like this. 

” 

 

“Seeing Father Zhao like this.., liu Sanniang smiled and said, “Old Mister Zhao, don’t think that young 

master Qian is honest. In fact, this honest man has the benefits of being honest. This honest man, once 

Miss Zhao marries over, who will be in charge of the Qian Family? Of course it will be Miss Zhao! An 

honest man will not be fooling around outside. In the future, it will be up to Miss Zhao to decide. If Miss 

Zhao asks him to go east, I can guarantee that he will not dare to go west.” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Father Zhao narrowed his eyes. ” 

 

Liu Sanniang was right about one thing. 

 

“If Zhao Xueyin married into the Qian family, the person in charge of the Qian family in the future would 

be Zhao Xueyin. ” 

 

“After all, Qian Xiaochuan was Qian Dafu’s only son. ” 

 

The current Zhao family was already riddled with holes. It would be great if they could marry into the 

Qian family at this time. 

 

“Although he had such thoughts in his heart, Father Zhao did not show it. He continued, “Although 

that’s what you said, Whoever’s daughter is the one who dotes on her. Mrs. Liu, if it were you, would 

you be willing to let your daughter marry into the Qian Family?” ” 

 

“”Look at what you’re saying.”Liu Sanniang smiled at Father Zhao, “If I had a daughter, I would definitely 

be willing to let her marry into the Qian family! This marriage is hard to find even with lanterns! I just 

don’t know if the head of the Qian family would take a fancy to my daughter.” ” 

 

“If she had a daughter, she really wouldn’t be willing to let her daughter marry Qian Xiaochuan. ” 

 

Who would let their daughter marry a fool? 

 



But who asked Zhao Xueyin to have a problem herself? 

 

How could this crazy person be matched with a fool? 

 

“After saying that, Liu Sanniang continued, “Old Mr. Zhao, master Qian said that as long as you agree to 

this marriage, he will immediately give 2% of the Qian Financial Group’s shares as a betrothal gift.” ” 

 

2% ? 

 

The market value of the Qian Financial Group was in the 12th digits. 

 

Father Zhao narrowed his eyes. 

 

It seemed that the Qian family had really invested a lot in order to marry a wife! 

 

“In this way, this business deal was not a loss. ” 

 

“Although Qian Xiaochuan was a little honest, he was not ugly. As long as he did not speak, no one 

would find out that there was a problem with his IQ. ” 

 

“Putting aside his IQ, Qian Xiaochuan was very suitable for Father Zhao’s son-in-law. ” 

 

“”Marriage is not a child’s play. I have to be responsible for my daughter!”Father Zhao picked up his cup 

and took a sip of tea. “Mrs. Liu, I have to think about this carefully.” ” 

 

“”This kind of thing should indeed be considered carefully!”Liu Sanniang asked her assistant to take out 

a red wooden box, then, she said, “Oh right, Mr. Zhao, the head of the Qian family heard that you have 

an old cold leg disease. He specially asked someone to bring back a special medicine from Yunchuan 

District to treat the old cold leg rheumatism. You must try it.” ” 
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“If he were to accept the items from the Qian family at this time, it would inevitably attract the 

attention of others. Father Zhao directly rejected him, “I have received the intention, but I can not 

accept the items.” ” 

 

Who Was Liu Sanniang? 

 

“She could see through Father Zhao’s thoughts with a glance, she smiled and said, “I have already 

brought it with me. Why do you still want me to take it back?”? “Besides, the Qian family’s patriarch said 

that it doesn’t matter even if we don’t become in-laws. We can just treat it as making friends!”! 

“Marriage is fated by Heaven. If Miss Zhao doesn’t agree, we can’t force her to do it.” ” 

 

“Liu Sanniang’s words were extremely beautiful. Not only did she give Father Zhao face, but she also 

gave him something that he could accept with ease. She even labeled him as a ‘good father’. ” 

 

“Father Zhao said, “Since Patriarch Qian has already said so much, then I will respectfully comply. Please 

help me thank Patriarch Qian and treat him to a drink another day.” ” 

 

“”Sure, sure.”Liu Sanniang nodded with a smile and continued, “Then when do you think you can give an 

answer to Miss Zhao?” ” 

 

“Father Zhao hesitated for a moment. “Mrs. Liu, just as you said, no one else can make the decision for 

this marriage. As for the specifics, it depends on my daughter’s opinion.” ” 

 

“Speaking up to this point, Father Zhao paused before continuing, “Why don’t we arrange for these two 

young people to meet first?” ” 

 

“If they could agree to meet, then this matter was almost certain. ” 

 



“After all, it wasn’t like Father Zhao didn’t know who Qian Xiaochuan was. ” 

 

“Liu Sanniang saw through it and said, “Then I’ll go back and discuss it with the Qian family head. After 

that, can I contact you by phone?” ” 

 

“Sure.”Father Zhao nodded. 

 

“Liu Sanniang stood up from her chair. “Mr. Zhao, I Won’t disturb you anymore. Patriarch Qian is still 

waiting for my news.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Father Zhao looked at the butler beside him. “Help me send Madam Liu Off.” 

 

“The Butler immediately made a ‘please’gesture. “Madam Liu, please.” ” 

 

Liu Sanniang nodded and turned to walk out of the door. 

 

“After Liu Sanniang left, Father Zhao looked at the servant. “Where’s the young miss?” ” 

 

“The young miss went to the consortium.” 

 

“To the consortium? Why did she go to the consortium?”Father Zhao’s expression was very ugly. “Is she 

embarrassed? !” 

 

The servant did not dare to answer. 

 

“Father Zhao continued, “Call her and tell her to come back immediately.” ” 

 

“Okay.”The servant nodded and turned to call Zhao Xueyin. 

 

On the other side. 



 

Liu Sanniang hurried to the Qian family and told Qian Dafu Father Zhao’s answer. 

 

“Hearing Father Zhao agree to let the two young men meet first, Qian dafu smiled and said, “Mrs. Liu, 

it’s all thanks to you! No wonder everyone says you’re the Living Moon Elder!” ” 

 

“Speaking up to this point, Father Zhao took out a thick red packet. “This is the first red packet. After the 

matter is settled, there will be a second red packet.” ” 

 

“Liu Sanniang took the red packet with both hands and said with a smile, “Then, when do you think we 

should arrange for the couple to meet?” ” 

 

“”Let’s meet tomorrow instead of another day! Tomorrow Morning at ten o’clock, I will personally bring 

Xiaochuan to the Zhao family.” ” 

 

“”Okay, okay.”Liu Sanniang nodded and said, “Then I will immediately call old Mister Zhao back.” ” 

 

“”Thank you for your trouble,”Qian Dafu said. ” 

 

“Liu Sanniang smiled and said, “Look at what you’re saying. This is what I should do. Patriarch Qian, if 

there’s nothing else, I’ll leave first. Let’s contact each other by phone tomorrow.” ” 

 

“Okay.”Qian Dafu got up and sent Liu Sanniang out of the door. 

 

“Just as he sent Liu Sanniang away, Mrs. Qian came back from playing mahjong. “Dafu, who came just 

now? Why Do I look like matchmaker Liu?” ” 

 

“That’s right.”Qian Dafu nodded. “It’s her.” 

 

“Why is she here?”To introduce someone to Qian Dafu? 

 



“Thinking of this, Mrs. Qian felt a sense of crisis in her heart. ” 

 

“Qian dafu continued, “Our Little Chuan isn’t young anymore. I asked her to find a good girl for him.” ” 

 

“Hearing this, Mrs. Qian heaved a sigh of relief and continued, “You’re really thoughtful. Who did 

matchmaker Liu introduce?” ” 

 

“”The daughter of the Zhao family,”answered Qian Dafu. ” 

 

The daughter of the Zhao Family? 

 

“Mrs. Qian was stunned for a moment before she said, “Zhao Zhenfei’s daughter, Zhao Xueyin?” ” 

 

“”Yes, that’s her,”said Qian Dafu. ” 

 

“Her?”Mrs. Qian’s eyes were filled with ridicule. “She’s a lunatic. How could she be worthy of my son!” 

 

Who in the industry did not know that Zhao Xueyin was mentally ill? 

 

Mrs. Qian couldn’t afford to lose face! 

 

“Qian Dafu glanced at Mrs. Qian. “Women’s opinions! Long hair, short knowledge!” ” 


